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The Flood: Wetting the Earth
Building the Ark: 120 Years or 46 days? P.1

What is on
Derek’s Desk
(DsD)Today?

The Flood: Accounting for 150 Days P.2
OutFront: The Expanded Universe P.3

We are now getting in into the
meat of my work: The Flood.
We live in a Post-Flood World.

Building the Ark: 120 Years or 46 Days?

The Ark made a copy of the

120 Years is not consistent:

Example in Nature, The Butterfly:

Original Creation, the Flood

Gen 5:32: Noah was 500 when he

We do have an example in Nature

destroyed

Original

had his sons. 2 Pet.2:5: Noah was a

which demonstrates the principle of a

Creation, and God expanded

“preacher of righteousness”. Gen.

living organism being in a terrestrial

the

6:3, says that there were 120 years

state, encapsulating and going into a

during which God would strive with

reformation period only to finish and

Man in Noah’s time. 1 Pet. 3:20 adds

emerge into a celestial, higher (flying)

application of the Creation

“while the Ark was being prepared”.

state. This is the metamorphosis life

Function (CF).

Gen.

cycle of the butterfly.

the

canvas

for

His

New

Creation. We will see another

6:13:

God first

gave the

600, and the sons’ wives were

“wetting” aspect of the Flood

referenced again, the Flood begins.

does give results that we can

That is only 100 years and 47 days.

talk about in an objective

Ark May Have Taken 40 Days to
Build, 6 Days to Fill:

manner.

hold 624 particles.

The 6-Day

Active Creation goes to Root 616
(DsD1), plus there were 8 family
members. Counting, there were 252
wood particles available from Day 6
of the CF.

There were 164 pitch

and 90 from Day 5. And finally, there

the sons’ wives. Gen. 7:11: Noah is

One of a two-part story, this

The Ark Frame had the capacity to

particles available--74 from Night 6

instructions to Noah, He references
Although this DsD will be Part

Ark Built and Filled According to
Creation Function

were 208 “cargo” particles—72 from
Night 6 (total of 146 from Night 6),
54 from Night 5 and 82 from Night 4
to Day 1. These total 624. Watch
“The Creation Function” TV show to
see this gone through completely.

The sons were married adults when
Another Example of the

Noah received instructions from God,

Ark Made of Trees:
The Caterpillar Form vs The Ark:

Common Numerical Themes

and they began building the Ark right

in the Bible

away on the first day of that year.

Check out the picture above.

Heb. 11:7 says that Noah “moved

caterpillar features a very “sectional”

Last issue I introduced the

with fear”. God did not say when the

construction just like the Ark is

Pre-Flood (PF) Earth. Today I

rain would start. If all 8 family

described in DsD4 where I liken the

bring you The Great Flood,

members were available builders of

Ark to a “loaf of bread”. Also, how the

which completely destroyed

the Ark, and each builder put up one

caterpillar will climb up a tree and

50 X 30 X 1-cubit ark frame a day,

attach itself to a branch where it will

including 65 additional frames-worth

hang on a tree until it can fly away is a

of wood for walls, the construction

familiar theme. Christ was lifted up

would take 46 days. And the Flood

and hung on the Cross, died and rose

followed on the 47th day of that year,

again.

the Original Earth and set the
stage for this Blue Planet we
thrive on now.

Gen 7:11.

John 2:20: Note that

Herod’s temple took 46 years to build.

This

The passage in Eccl. 11:1-6 is
interesting.

Read it with Noah in

mind hastily building the Ark with 8
family members. It was built daily
from what God provided only to be
“cast upon the water.” Notice the
rain reference.

And then notice

especially how he quickly took the
trees as they fell in the new NS
direction that the Ark was to be built.
Noah was not wasting any time.

The mathematical pattern represented by the spiral

The Wet Diagram
The Creation Function creates a
“map” of the Word of God. I call
this new map “The Diagram”.
The “Wet Ark” Diagram shown is
simplified and shown in the EastWest dimension only to show
what is important to understand to
this point.
The Sword is also the time axis,
but not time as we understand.
This is PERMANENT time and
may be thought of as territory. To
God, time is territory. The Sword
divides time according to the CF

The Flood: Accounting
for 150 Days

and gives occupancy for the
increase of the East-West turning
of Creation as Days go by. In this
wetting

diagram,

the

Sword

becomes the N-S dimension. The

A critical read of the Flood

Sword takes the 7th Day and

Account in Genesis reveals that

divides it, multiplying it into N-S 40
Days of Living Water to keep the
Ark alive.
The Separation Grid (SepGrid)

contained in the narration were
two points of view: Noah’s 40
Days and God’s 150 Days.

also grows as it’s spiral turns. It

The 40 Days of Noah’s Flood (NS):

was the SepGrid that became the

Many question if the entire “wetting”

Garden

of

Eden.

When

portion of the Flood was “40 Days” or

something is planted on the Sep

150 Days. I have discovered using

Grid, it grows in a spiral fashion,
just like we see everything grow
today. The SepGrid also divides
(like a cell) and multiplies into the
new

SCOPE

occupancies

developed along the E-W axis.
Here, the SepGrid is divided by
the

Sword

manner

in

a

according

destructive
to

Gen.

7:22,23. The existing 7 Days of
the Original Creation not aboard
the Ark is cut up and multiplied
into 47 Days.

the Creation Function, one can
account for both perspectives. The
main idea here is that rain and
flooding acted in each of the 3
Diagrammed dimensions.

47 Days of Dry Land Destruction
in the Separation Grid

The 63 Days Accounting:
I can show that the 63 Days come

Since the Ark was loaded with a

from two calculations. One is that we

Good copy of the SepGrid according

have used up 87 days of the 150 Days

to the Word of God, all that was left

God is telling us about, leaving 63 for

was that which did not conform to the

the E-W.

Word, i.e. everything not on the Ark.

another odd numerical clue that the

Gen.

Also, the Bible give us

what

water was 15 cubits above the highest

happened to this portion of Creation

portion of the earth. We know the

left on the dry land. As explained in

SepGrid (Dry Land) leaves off at Day

DsD6, normally the Sword divides the

47, so adding the 15 to that gives 62

7:22,23

recounts

SepGrid and perpetuates life.

But

now, with only evil remaining on the
SepGrid, the division by the Sword is
Death. Using the CF, the 7-Days of
the Original Creation were literally

Days. And since the Ark needs a little
draft to not run aground, we put the EW waters level at Day 63.

The Ark Was Weighed:
Now, we will apply Archimedes’

The Ark was built in the new N-S

divided up by the Sword for 47 Days

dimension aka The Sword. The rains

Principle which says that the Ark will

from

These

spatially displace the amount of water

that acted upon this dimension of the

destructive waters were from the

equal to its weight. We see that the

Ark came from above. This is the 40

fountains below.

water comes half-way up the Ark, that

the

bottom

up.

Days and Nights we read about.
Forty Days and Nights of permanent

63 Days Left for spatial E-W:

yields an interesting result. The Ark
was 450,000 cubital elements. Half of

time were added to the World in the

The Flood is changing the physical

that is 225,000. We said that 365 Ark

The E-W begins to develop also

N-S dimension. This raised the Ark

structure of the World. Gen. 7:18:

frames’ worth of material went into the

during the wetting of the ark, but

from Day 7 of the Original Creation to

The Ark “went upon the face the

Ark, so dividing 225,000 by 365 gives

Day 47 of what is to become the

waters”. We take this for granted, but

616 cubital elements per frame, which

World we experience today. In this

God is saying that the way things

equals the CF amount of the 6-Days

dimension, the Ark “walked” upon the

move has profoundly changed, now

Creation. And since weight is related

waters, much like Christ did the Sea

that the E-W has been expanded 63

of Galilee.

Days according to the CF.

does not “come into its own” until
the drying process is finished.
Here we see God’s perspective of
the Flood: Using the 150 Days,
He added 40 Days to N-S, 47
Days to SepGrid, leaving 63 Days
for the E-W (Spatial) dimension.

to gravity, we can say that God
established Gravity here.

.....

OutFront: The Expanded Universe

EYE ON IT
A Solution for the
Distant Starlight
Problem Using
Creation Time
Coordinates

Huge, but not Infinite:
With 150 CF Days, we have 150 orders
of natural magnitude* for the potential
largeness of the cosmos. Using ROOT
1 as Planck’s length, expanded 150
Days is 6 * 10^30 meters, or trillions of

Tenev, T.G., J. Baumgardner,
and M.F. Horstemeyer

light years. However, this is misleading
because of how God adds to a de-

Messier 81 Galaxy

centralized Universe in the same
fashion as described in the Feeding of
the 5000, during which He takes what
is given to Him and divides it into more.
The World is not infinite, but tends
towards infinity as He divides the
portion of the World which conforms to
His Word and adds it to His Creation.
The

150

Days

that

the

waters

“prevailed” upon the Earth includes a
110 Day space-time portion from 63 EW and 47 N-S Days, respectively. I can

The Big Bang is taught to be
the explanation of Origins,
and the source of the
“Expanding Universe”. My
research suggests that the
World was expanded during
this “Wetting” portion of
the Flood--During which a
quantifiable amount of
Flood Water material is
added to our World.

2018 International Conference
on Creationism

Appearance of Age:
The

amount

of

permanent

time

attached to the World increases from 7
Days to 47 Days.

Increasing the

amount of time by 40 orders of natural
magnitude*

equates

to

adding

a

potential of trillions of years. This will

The International Conference on

be explained further in DsD8.

Creationism (ICC) is a meeting of
the top creationists every 4 years.

Unification:

The presentation cited above was

The challenge of Modern Cosmology

given during the 2018 conference.

and Physics is a Grand Unification

Genome Current cosmological research cites
contains 3.2 Billion base atomic pairs, that the Universe has no spatial center.
each with a bond length of The way that the Diagram works with
approximately 0.3 nm. This gives a its spiral growth and its dimensions in

As shown in the Minkowski diagram

Theory. We haven’t been able to unite

above, Creation Days and the

the hugeness of the cosmos with the

expansion

smallness of elementary particles.

spacetime direction (their “ct”, my

Tying gravity into the Standard Model

genome of 1-meter length. Also given Time, Space and Mass agrees with
that each human being has 20 Trillion this. The Universe has a center in

“N-S”).

is the challenge.

of these, one in each cell, that gives 20 permanent time. Individual particles do
Trillion Meters. And Using ROOT 1 as also--but in addition they have been

dense, energetic PF World, and it is

Planck’s length, expanded 110 orders* given a center in space to occupy. This
is 24 trillion meters, the approximate is a consequence of the Flood after the

between the PF World and that of

diameter of the Solar system, and is drying phase, which will be the subject
of DsD8.
also 1 Light Day.

next DsD8 which will give more

quantify
following:

the

110
The

Days

with

the

No Center:

Human

is

shown

in

the

In New Creation

Research, the Ark comes from a
weighed before becoming the conduit
today. Be sure to follow up with the

YOUTUBE
Derek’s Picks
The Creation Function

objective details on this subject.

This Issue’s Q&A in New Creation Research

Metals in the Periodic Table

Q1: I still don’t understand the Ark building time. The 120 years seems reasonable…
A: The Bible simply does not say directly how long it took. The combination of the verses cited in “120 Years is Not Consistent” leaves a lot of ambiguity.
And the first mention of Noah’s age of 500 and the final mention of Noah’s age of 600 when the Flood began is not 120 years. The main question is “was
the ark being prepared for the entire 120 years of God’s striving with Man as Noah preached.” Noah may have been preaching when he was 480. That is
why he found favor in the eyes of God. Compare the Pre-Flood narrative of Gen. 5:28 through Gen 7:11 with the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah in
Gen 18-19. It follows a similar pattern as that of the Flood: First, God continually hears about the evil in Sodom, but does little about it, “striving with it”. For
Sodom, many years pass from Gen 13 - 19 when an unmarried Lot chooses to live in Sodom until God investigates Sodom for Himself in Gen 18:21. Once
that happens, things happen fast. Lot is married, angels are sent down, they literally pull Lot and family into the safety of the house “shutting the door.” The
next morning, Lot and family (mostly) escape to the mountain, and the evil cities are “rained upon” with fire and brimstone. Therefore, God is longsuffering,
but when He investigates for Himself and makes His conclusions known, He acts within a matter of days, including providence for the righteous. In Noah’s
case, God drew His conclusion in Gen. 6:13 when Noah’s sons were grown and married. And God did not tell Noah when the Flood was coming. And Noah
and family began building the Ark the first day of his year 600, finishing on Day 46. The number 46 being also the number of years to build Herod’s Temple.

Produced by Revolution Against
Evolution (RAE).

Doug Sharp of

RAE interviewed me about my
integration of the Ark with the PreFlood Earth, based upon the 7-Day
Creation.

This video has been

recommended before, but I do so
again because I go through a chart
showing

how

the

Ark

Frame

perfectly holds the 7-Day Creation.

Upcoming Articles
• Derek’s Desk Issue 8: The Flood: Drying the Earth
There was a drying process when Earth was reborn, and reformed. It is our Modern Cosmology, the Matter, Space, and
Time we live in today.

• Derek’s Desk Issue 9: The Higg’s Boson: a.k.a. “The God Particle”
With the information about the Flood from DsD 6,7, and 8----What is there to know about the Higg’s Boson? Can we use the
Creation Function?

Who is Derek?

• Derek’s Desk Issue 10: Black Holes
With the recent passing of Dr. Stephen Hawking----What is there to know about Black Holes from a New Creation

Derek Marshall of East Lansing,
MI is an electrical engineer who
holds a bachelor’s degree in
Physics

from

University.

Michigan

State

An inventor and

former Marine, Derek discovered
the Creation Function in 2005 and
has applied it to many of the
Bible’s more difficult topics as well
as questions in Modern Physics
and Chemistry.

perspective? Can we use the Creation Function and are there any spiritual takeaways?

Credits/Links
• Pictures…
Caterpillar: Commons.wikimedia.org “Papilio Machaon Caterpillar”
M81 Galaxy: http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/images/1074-ssc2003-06d1-Infrared-Spiral-Galaxy-Messier-81
Minkowski Diagram: Tenev, T.G., J. Baumgardner, and M.F. Horstemeyer 2018 International Conference on Creationism
All other Diagrams Created by Derek

*

Order of Natural Magnitude:

I used this term without expaining it. An “order of natural magnitude” is an exponential change, base e, plus or minus one in
the value or a quantity. It is another way of saying “one rotation of the Creation Function Logrithmic Spiral” or muliplying a
value one time by 2.718. Since each rotation of the CF approximates e, the CF is again found to be in harmony with Nature.
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